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Although BlackCat Education specialises in the appointment of Principals and School
Leaders, we have responded over recent weeks to requests from a number of schools
across New Zealand struggling to find experienced teaching staff.
From Mathematics to Physics, from Social Sciences to English Literature, a broad
spectrum of vacancies has been highlighted.
We advertised online and to date, have received over 105 applications from qualified
teachers, the majority of whom are based overseas but there are many local teachers
already living here that have gained New Zealand teacher registration. There is a mix of
experience across private and state schools, teaching from primary to scholarship level.
We have interviewed in excess of 30% of the candidates so far and have been very
impressed overall by the calibre, commitment, understanding of our curriculum, command
of the English language and determination to start a new life in New Zealand.
Despite the availability of such talented educational professionals, we have been
disappointed by the lack of interest from schools when faced with the prospect of recruiting
from overseas. It would appear that some schools would prefer to go without making an
appointment rather than going through the perceived issues involved in gaining visas.
We partner with an immigration consultancy that has experienced few difficulties in bringing
qualified teachers into New Zealand.
If you have a vacancy that you are struggling to fill and have an open mind about
considering an experienced, highly qualified and culturally diverse teacher to enhance your
team, then please get in touch as we might be able to surprise you.

Please contact Andrew Harris | Blackcat Education
andrew@blkcat.co.nz or Mobile: (+64) 021 0296 9891
For a full list of teachers on our Talent Pool available to join
your school visit www.blackcateducation.co.nz
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We understand the financial pressure most
schools are facing and will work in partnership
with you to help you appoint the best teachers at
minimal or no cost to the school.
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We are happy to work on a no placement / no fee
basis. If a teacher is successfully introduced and placed through BlackCat Education, we
would invoice $3,000 + GST in keeping with the Ministry of Education School Finder’s Fee*
provision.
In this way, you can appoint the very best teaching professionals and claim the Finder’s Fee to
cover the cost.
For more information, please contact Andrew Harris | BlackCat Education
andrew@blkcat.co.nz or Mobile: (+64) 021 0296 9891. Please note the above is only related
to subject teachers (not Senior Leadership or Principal roles) and full conditions will be
confirmed in writing before engagement of BlackCat Education.
*Schools Finder’s fee from the Ministry of Education when you recruit returning NZ trained
teachers and internationally trained teachers moving to NZ of funding support of up to $3,000
(GST exclusive). Please visit TeachNZ.govt.nz for full details and regulations.

What People Are Saying About Us
Comments from Board Chair, Gareth Jones, St George’s School following the
successful appointment of a new Principal
BlackCat led an excellent recruitment process for us and they were able to use their ‘market
reach’ to access an excellent pool of talent. They provided a templated approach that ensured
a robust process is followed. They outlined that a good process improves the outcome, and
this proved to be the case ... They build relationships with the applicants giving them comfort
that the school was the right fit for them. It is this relationship that helped applicants and the
school be on the same page, ultimately leading to an excellent outcome. I would highly
recommend working with Black Cat and would be very happy to use them again for
recruitment
.

Comments from Board Chair, Andy McInnes, Parawai School following the
successful appointment of a new Principal
… They were very professional, knowledgeable and most importantly showed great interest in
our school and a determination to get us that ideal leader for Parawai School.
They guided us through the whole process, providing support and sharing knowledge as
appropriate….Throughout the recruitment it was obvious that the BlackCat team cared. The
person had to be the right fit for our school. As well as supporting us as a school, they also
had outstanding communication with our applicants providing support and feedback to them.
I would strongly recommend BlackCat to any School about to make this journey. I would
certainly use their services again if the need arose, they were simply outstanding.
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Congratulations
Nick McIvor
Rector
King’s High School, Dunedin
Ray Kelly
Principal
Bailey Road School
Duncan Millward
Principal
Willow Park School

